SUMMER 2013 Courses & Events

Women’s Weekend at Camp Abnaki

Friday, September 13–Sunday, September 15, 2013
Camp Abnaki, North Hero, Vermont | Members Only: $185

Join other OLLI women for a fun, camp-centered weekend! Relax and enjoy the natural beauty of Camp Abnaki, located on the shore of Lake Champlain in North Hero. Activities are included in the program fee: opt in as many as you like, or feel free to socialize with new friends, join in a pickup game of tennis or ping pong, or just relax in the natural surroundings.

Great Danes in Spring 2013

Registration deadline is Monday, June 10.
Fee includes all accommodations, meals, classes, and activities. Visit the OLLI website (learn.uvm.edu/olli) for complete details!

Become an OLLI at UVM member and register for courses:

LEARN.UVM.EDU/OLLI 802.656.2085

JOIN NOW!

Membership is $30 for one year (two can sign up for $50), and courses are priced based on length and format.

With an OLLI membership, you get discounts on classes and tickets, along with priority registration and many other unique opportunities.

For more information on membership, please visit the OLLI website at learn.uvm.edu/olli.

QUEBEC CITY

Hosted by Clyde Stats (UVM Jazz professor) and Natalie Neuer
Early/Mid April, 2014 (specific dates TBD based on hotel availability)

Ouyte and Natalie are excited to share their favorite musical haunts, restaurants, and more in Quebec City during the French Quarter Festival! The trip will include concerts, street performances, discussions about jazz, trips to jazz clubs like Tipitinas and the Rock n’ Bowl (for bowling, zydeco and dancing!), walking tours of the Garden District, Uptown and French Quarter; a community service opportunity in the Lower Ninth Ward, and some trips out of the city to Oak Alley plantation and to see wildlife in a bayou swamp tour in the Baritaria Preserve. We will stay in the French Quarter or the adjacent Marigny district.

New Orleans

Hosted by Clyde Stats (UVM Jazz professor) and Natalie Neuer

Early/Mid April, 2014 (specific dates TBD based on hotel availability)

Ouyte and Natalie are excited to share their favorite musical haunts, restaurants, and more in New Orleans during the French Quarter Festival! The trip will include concerts, street performances, discussions about jazz, trips to jazz clubs like Tipitinas and the Rock n’ Bowl (for bowling, zydeco and dancing!), walking tours of the Garden District, Uptown and French Quarter; a community service opportunity in the Lower Ninth Ward, and some trips out of the city to Oak Alley plantation and to see wildlife in a bayou swamp tour in the Baritaria Preserve. We will stay in the French Quarter or the adjacent Marigny district.

JOIN NOW!

Membership is $30 for one year (two can sign up for $50), and courses are priced based on length and format.

With an OLLI membership, you get discounts on classes and tickets, along with priority registration and many other unique opportunities.

For more information on membership, please visit the OLLI website at learn.uvm.edu/olli.
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After a brief review of the evidence of Audubon Center in Huntington. This class will sample the ways that 20th-century extraterrestrials, we will speculate on the communication by these visitors. 

Try a new water sport or improve your paddling skills this summer with other OLLI members! Includes two hours of instruction, all equipment, and another hour to paddle on your own.

“An Abiding Sense of Tragedy” – Irish Literary Tradition, the Oult Tales to the New with Fianna Vernet

In this course, we will examine the important role that storytelling has played in the history of Ireland, from Bronze Age mythology to the cultivation and actualization of a national state identity.

Photography: Elements of the Film with Mark Carter

In this single session, the class will watch Crash director Paul Thomas Anderson discuss the ways in which cinematic elements are used in the film.

Interpreting Shakespeare: The Roman and Jewish Intellectuals with Lars Nielsen

This two-part course will cover topics in the field of Jewish Intellectual History, from scripture heritage through the contributions of 20th-century intellectuals Marx, Einstein, and Freud.

French Cuisine, Spring 2013 with Mark Carter

This two-part course will cover topics in the history of Ireland, from Bronze Age mythology to the cultivation and actualization of a national state identity.

Under Our Lake: The Fascinating Archaeological History of Lake Champlain with Alex Lothring

Through shared readings, lively discussion, and multimedia presentations, we will explore some of the area’s most famous shipwrecks and learn about the critical role of Lake Champlain during the Revolutionary War and War of 1812.

Join foodie and OLLI Director Cynthia Belliveau on a tour of Montreal’s most amazing market filled with local produce and specialty foods!

SACRED HARP SINGING

Every Tuesday, 6:30–8:30pm in the Arts Chapel

SACRED HARP is a traditional New England style of participatory singing that is both dynamic and beautiful. Sing a cappella in four part harmony, songs are taught by singing the “shapes” and then the words. Free and open to the public, but you must be an OLLI Member to participate.

OLLI AT UVM ART EXHIBITS

Throughout the year, OLLI at UVM displays the works of local artists in the Office of Continuing Education at 322 South Prospect Street. Each gallery exhibit is launched with a reception and lecture and discussion led by the artist. Information on upcoming exhibits is circulated via email and is also shared on the OLLI website.

A Tour of Montreal’s Food Mecca: Jean Talon Market

With foodie and OLLI Director Cynthia Belliveau on a tour of Montreal’s most amazing market filled with local produce and specialty foods!

OLLI at UVM displays the works of local artists in the Office of Continuing Education at 322 South Prospect Street. Each gallery exhibit is launched with a reception and lecture and discussion led by the artist. Information on upcoming exhibits is circulated via email and is also shared on the OLLI website.

Join foodie and OLLI Director Cynthia Belliveau on a tour of Montreal’s most amazing market filled with local produce and specialty foods!

FIND FULL COURSE DESCRIPTIONS AND INFORMATION ABOUT COURSES & EVENTS, BECOME AN OLLI MEMBER, OR REGISTER FOR CLASSES, ONLINE AT LEARN.UVM.EDU/OLLI  802.656.2085
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